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PRODUCTION OF ICE CRYSTALS BY THE ADIABATIC EXPANSION OF GAS

In experiments ona supercooled cloud produced
in a home freezer, V. 1. Schaefer (1) showed that
at temperatures of -38.9OC or lower water vapor
spontaneously forms ice crystals in very lar(l:e
numbers. By the adiabatic expansion of air in a
Wilson Cloud Chamber, B. M. Cwilong (2) found
similarly that ice crystals were produced at tem
peratures below -35 0 C. Simple and interesting ex
periments can be performed by a combination of
these two techniques.

storm produced in the gas in the neck of the bottle
starts the crystallization of the contents. It has
been observed that a bottle of supercooled beverage
can be caused to freeze by tapping the surface of
the container. Such a tap undoubtedly causes adia
batic compression and expansion of any minute
bubbles in the liquid which could momentarily re
duce their temperature to below ..3S.9OC, thus
starting the formation of ice cryatals.
The vapor trails which sometimes stream off
the propeller Ups and wings of airplanes flying at
low temperatures probably are similar to the fore
going phenomena. As the propeller or wing passer;
through the air, it causes adiabatic expansion 01
the air in certain regions. If the temperature of
the atmosphere is sufficiently low, this expansion
will momentarily reduce the temperature to a value
at which ice crystals form spontaneously. If the
atmosphere is supersaturated with respect tOice,
these ice crystals will grow into a visible vapor
trail.

A child's pop gun fired into a supercooled cloud
in a cold chamber produces very large numbers of
ice crystals. The adiabatic expansion of the air
as it is released from the gun reduces its temper
ature to below -38.9 0 C wlththe consequent produc
tion of large numbers of ice cryStals. If the cork
-is not put into -the gun tightly enough, the tempera
'tures producedare above088;9OC andno ice crystals
result.

In order to rule out the _possibi11ty that the loud
noise from the pop gun might have caused nucleation,
mixture of potassium chlorate and suUur was
:exploded in the supercooled cloud. Although the
report was far louder than the pop gun, no ice
crystals _were observed.

a

The surpl'isingly large number of ice crystals
produced by the rapid expansion of even a small
quantity of air can be shown by bursting a small
rubber balloon in a supercoolerl cloud. A balloon
about 1.5 mm in diameter whetl burst in a super
cooled cloud at -200C produces at least 3by 107
snow <:rystals or about 1.6bylOl0 crystals per cc
of eT.panded air.

A bottle of carbonated beverage having sufficient
pressure produces large numbers of ice crystals
when it is suddenly opened in a supercooled cloud.
Bottles of carbonated drinks kept in the freezing
-compartment of a household refrigerator often be
come supercooled. Frequently, these bottles do
not freeze until the cap -is removed. If such a bottle
is_watched as the cap is removed, many ice crystals
can-be seen to form at the surface of the liquid and
spread throughout thel?ottle. A miniature snow

Experiments under carp-fully controlled COIl
dit\OllS are being conducted in this laboratory by
V. 1. Schaefer to determine quantitative relation
ships between the number of crystals produced and
the temperature, pressure, VOlume, and humidity
of the ,expanded air.

1. a) V. 1. Schaefer. The Production of Ice Crystals in a Cloud of Supercooled Water Droplets. SCIENCE,
-10~, ~57-~50, (1946).
-b) V. 1. Schaefer. The Production of Clouds Containing Supercooled Water Droplets or Ice Crystals
under Laboratory Conditions. BULLETIN OF AMERICAN METEOROLIGICAL SOCIETY, 29, No.4,
175-182, (April, 1948).

2. B.

M~

Cwilong. NATURE, 155, 361-362, (1945).
2
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NUCLEATION OF SUPERCOOLED WATER CLOUDS BY SILVER IODIDE SMOKES
along with a large volume of air into a crude wind
tunnel four feet square in cross section and twenty
four'feetlong. The stirring action ofthe fan andthe
turbulence in the tunnel mixed thp. smoke with the
air to produce a more dilute smoke which was dis
charged atthe other end ofthe tunnel where samples
were taken. When a heavy white oil-smoke was In
troduced into the tunnel, it appeared to be quite uni
formly mixed and diluted as it left the tunnel. The
rate of flow in the tunnel, as determined by measur
ing the velocity with a vane-type anemometer, was
4byl06 cm3/sec.

A. INTRODUCTION
About a year and a hal! ago, it was found that
silver iodide smokes had the property of causing
snowflakes to form in a supercooled cloud.(1) It i~
believed that silver iodide particles are good nuclei
for ice formation because ofthe close resemblance
oftheir crystal structure to that of ice. Experi
mentation has been underway to learn more about
-the production and behavior of these smokes. The
work to be described in this account should be re
garded as preliminary. The techniques and appa
ratus used in the work frequently leave much to be
desired i 1 the way of precision. The results are
tentative and await confirmation by better experi
ments. TI;\s work, despite the uncerhinties in it,
nevertheless sheds light on the mechanism ofnu
cleation and suggests new experiments and improved
techniques for giving a more complete picture of the
phenomena associated with nucleation by silver
-iodide.

Of the silver iodide smokes used, all except the
ones having the largest particle size were com
pletely invisible under the conditions ofthe experi
ment. The smokes having the largest particles were
quite ·transparent and of a pale blue_or purple ap
pearance in the sunlight.
2. Smoke Sampling and Diluting Syringe
In many oI the cases, only a fraction of a cubic
centimeter of the smoke from the tunnel is needed
for a .test. Precipitation on the walfs oI a contain
er oUhis size would be very rapid .. Therefore, a
syringe was constructed for taking a sample of the
smoke and diluting it quantitatively to any desired ·
amount. The syringe, (Fig. 1), consists of a metal
tube -three inches lit diameter with a piston and
leather washers which-can be- moved:back and forth
afixed distance. A sample of smoke was taken with
the sYringe and then diluted to the desired concen
tration by moving the piston in and out the requisite
number of times in smoke-free air, up-wind from
the tunnel.

-B. APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES FOR
MEASUREMENTS ON SMOKES

-1. Wind Tunnel
-In order to determine the output of a sou~ce of
silver iodide smoke, it is necessa·ry to secure a
~ample of smoke for testing t!lat is aknown frac
tion of the total -output. This was accompl1sh~d by
-diluting the output of the smoke generator with a
-!arge known flow of aIr, and taktng a known volume of
-this dilute smoke for testing. The smoke generator
.was placed In front of a quarter horsepower electric
-Ian, three feet In diameter, which sucked the smoke
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SMOKE SAMPLING AND DILUTING SYRINGE

FIG. 1
3

3. Cold Chamber

-200c. In future experiments, it is highly desirable
thatlower temperatures be obtainable and that pro
visions be made for better temperature regulation.

The early measurements on the number of nuclei
contained in 3ilver iodide smokes were made using
Schaefer's technique.(2) A measured volume of
smoke was introduced into a supercooled cloudin a
home freezer, and the nUlnber of snow crystals pro
ducedpercubic centimeter was visually estimated.

Smokes were tested by introducing them from the
sampling syringe into the supercooled cloud in the
cylinder. A stack of cold microscope slides was
placed in the bottom of the cylinder. The snowflakes,
produced by the action of the smoke, settled on the
llottom ofthe cylinder andon the topmost micro
scope slide. At intervals, two minutes apart, the
slide on which the snow -had fallen was removed,
thus exposing the slide beneath. The slide which was
remov"'~ was then examined under a microscope
kept 10 ..le freezer. By means of a Whipple eye
piece, the number of flakes collected per square
millimeter in a two-minute period was counted.
When the rate of snowfall had dropped to a low value,
the total number of flakes which had fallen per
square millimeter was -determined by adding the
numbers which had fallen in each two-minute sam
ple. The total number of snow crystals which would
have been produeed by the e_nUre outputcif the gen
erator could then be calcuhited from the area of the
bottom of the cylinder, t1ie -volume and dilution of
the smoke introduced, and the volume rate of pro
duction of the smoke.

This technique has been slightly modified in the
more recent work-and the apparatus used is shown
in Fig. 2. The tests were carried out in a brass
cylinder 15 inches high and 12 inches in ttiameter
having walls 1/2-inch thick to provide good thermal
conductivity •
The chamber, which was closed at the bottom, was
maintained atalow temperaltre by placing iUn a four
cubic foot hane freezer. The freezer thermostat was
used to regulate the temperatures. A supercooled
cloud was maintained in the refrigerated cylinder by
evaporating water from wet paper toweUng wound
around a 15-watt electric heater placed in the lower
part of the cylinder. A hinged masonite lid was use~
to close the top oHhe cylinder during tests. _. The
temperature aLthe top of the cylinder was found-to
be about 20C warmer than at the bottom. The mini
mum temperature obtainable in the chamber was

HOME FREEZER

BRASS CYLINDER

WATER VAPORIZER

THERMOMETER
OF
MICROSOPE
SLIDES
Jk!m~~~~tl~sTACK

INSULATION BOARD

APPARATUS FOR COUNTING NUCLEI IN SMOKE
FIG. 2
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4. Electron Microscope Examination of Smoke

smoke of small silver iodide particles. In order to
prevent the hydrogen flame from being blown out by
the wind, a flame holder conSisting of a piece of
3/4-in. pipe two and one-half inches long was placed
1/2 inch from the spray nozzle. At a pressure of
20 pounds per square inch, the spray nozzle used
about three cubic feet of hydrogen per minute
(measured at atmospheric pressure).

Smokes being tested were examined with the
electron microscope to determine their appearance
and particle size. Samples of smoke were precipi
tated on a form \'ar film Eupported on a fine ";.i.re
screen by moving it for about a minute in and out of
the smoke stream about three ftletfrom the genera
tor.The smoke stream at this point is still quite
warm. The sample screen, because it is in the
smoke only a moment at a time, remains cool so
thermal precipitation may playa part in the coHec
tion of the smoke.

6. Sllver Iodide Solutions
Although silver iodide is very insoluble in water
and organic liquids, it is quite soluble in acetone or
wate ~ solutions containing a soluble iodide such as
sodium ~r ammonium iodide. The solutions used in
this work were made by dissolving 200 gms of AgI
and 100 gms of NH41 in a mixture of 750 cc of ace
tone and 250 cc of water. A dUute solution was also
used which was made by diluting the above solution
to ten time s its volume with acetone. Solutions can
be diluted any desired amount with acetone; however,
dilution with water causes precipitation of the sil
ver iodide. Ammonium iodide was used in the solu
tions.for these experiments because it probably is
completely decomposed in the hydrogen flame, thus
leaving a smoke of uncontaminated silver iodide.

Under these conditions of precipitation, it isquUe
likely that particles of a certain size may be selec
tively pl'ecipitated, so that the sample obtained is
not entirely representative of the smoke. A more
reliable method would be desirable so that more
trustworthy data can be obtained.
The smoke samples were photographed using the
electron microscope. Determinations of the particle
size and the number of particles percc of m~.terial
were made from these photographs.
5. Smoke Generator
The smokes used in these tests were produced
by a smoke generator constructed from a commer~
cia! compressed air atomizing nozzle of -the so_rt
used for paint spraying and humidifying (Binks
No. 174). The generator is shown in Fig. 3. Com~
pressed hydrogen gas at 20 pounds per square inch
was applied instead of air to the air inlet ofthe Iloz
zle and a solution of sUver iodide was used as' the
liquid to be sprayed. The hydrogen stream as it-lert
the ·nozzle was ignited. The heat ofthe flame vapOX:
ized the silver iodide in the spray into a gas which,
upon mixing with the atmosphere, condensed lnto:a

The rate at which sUver iodide was fed into the
smoke generator was varied by controlling the rate
of flow of solution by adj~sting the valve on the
nozzle and by using solutions of different concen
trations.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. Decrease in Rate of Snow Formation after
Seeding
There was found to be a large differp.nce in the
behavior ofthe supercooled cloud when it was seeded
HYDROGEN GAS AT 20 P.S.1.

~
FLAME HOLDER

~-=~~~~~,~ =~~~~~~~/~~~~
· .
~

-.;::,-

--:

SPRAY NOZZLE
SILVER IODIDE SOLUTION

SILVER IODIDE SMOKE GENERATOR
FIG. 3
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with the lowtempel'ature air produced by:a -pop gun
and when it was seeded with sUve-r iodide smoke.
From Fig. 4 it C.t.1 he seen that although-many snow
crystals were produ.ced by the low temperature from
the pop gun, all of t1:ese crystals had precipitated
to the bottom of the container at the -end of ten
minutes. When the cloud was seeded with silver
iodide smoke, howevel', a measurable -number of
ice crystals were still precipitating at the end of
almost an hour. The rate of snowfall decreases to
one half each two or three minutes. Th~s rate of
decrease was not found to vary signUicantly with
temperature or with the particle size 9c-the smoke
although, as it will be seen, the total number of
snow crystals varied over several factors of ten,
depending on the temperature of the supercooled
cloud.

were withdrawn fro~l lile syringe after if had:been
inthe syringe for varying periods of time. Thenum
ber of effective nuclei in a sample of smokeowaE
found to decrease by one half every twenty minute~.
The time required to take, dllute, and discharge a
sample into the cold chamber was never more than
a minute or two so that the changes in the smoke
occurring durin~ this time were not large.
3. Number of Ice Crystals perGramof Silver Iodide
The results of experiments carried out with dif
ferent settings of the smoke generator and in super
cooled clouds at different temperatures is shown in
Fig. 5. In this graph, the results are also given for
the electron microscope examination. The number·
of particles of silver iodide per gram of silver
iodide was computed by measuring the approxi
mate mass of silver iodIde on a given area of the
sample and then counting the number of particles in
the same area. The computation was based -on the
assumption that the density of the particles was-the
same as that of silver iodide crystals. Figure 6
shows electron photomicrographs of a typical
smoke.

2. Precipitation of Smoke in Syringe
One possible source of error in these experi
ments is that which might be caused by coagulation
and precipitation of the smoke inthe sa_mpling syr
inge. In order to evaluate this rate of disappear~nce,
tests were made in which small smoke samples
N
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ERRATA
The calculations of the number of particles per gram of slIver iodide
from -the electron photomicrographs were based on determinations from the
photographs of the averags dl3.meter with respect to volume. It has been dis
-.

covered that this qnantity, computed as

i. 'nd4
£nd 3
, where· n is the number of particles and d is their diam.eter, is not properly ap
.plicable to these calculations. In view of this mistake, the data from the photo
'; graph~Lhave

been re-calculated properly. A hundred or more particles on

" representative are.a s of each of the photographs were measured and counted.
·F rom this data, the number of particles per gram of silver iouide was computed
'by dividing the number of particles in a given area by the total mass of the parti
·cles in that area computed on the assumption that they were spheres and that

"

they had the density of silver iodide crystals.
The smallest particle which can be seen with the electron microscope
,
-'

o

,

i p of the order of 3.0 A diameter. In all of the photographs, a large percentage
'of the pa'r ticles were of this size so that it is probable that many particles in
the smoke are too small to be seen. The calculated numbers of particles per
'gram is based only on those particles which were visible, so that they can be
" <

'.

 ..

takep ·as minimum values.
The new values for the number of particles per gram are in all cases

<

. 'higherthan .the number of snowflakes produced per gram which is what would
' be expected as an of the particles probably do not serve as nuclei. The corrected
'curve

i~" shown 'in· revised

re'

Fig. 5.
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In one:region the data indicates that the number
oUce crYStals which form is greater than the num
ber of sUyer -iodide particles iiltrOduced. Probably
this is ~fhe result of experimen1!t1 inaccuracies.
These errors could have their source in deductions
made -from the electron microsc.ope data or in the
sampling ' and ice crystal counting -technique. It
seems doubtful under the conditions of the experi
ments tliat one particle could cause more than one
snow"aJCe-,to form.
-

trates a s1gi1l!icantd1fferencebetweenthc behavior
- of ~a-cloud seeded with sUver:lodide andone seeded 
- by,-a~P9Pgun. Seedingwltha popgUn or dry ice produ_c~s very large numbers oLsmall ice cryStals by 
cOQI!nga small region ofthe :cloudto a temperature
at-whJch Rpontaneous nucleation takes place. These
ice:crystalsthen mix with _the cloud and grow at the
expense of the supercooled-wafer drops. From Fig.
4, i_t can be seen that although-a'large number of ice
crystals is produced by th~ , pop ' gun, all of these
crystals have precipitated out at "the end of ten min
utes; Now if all of the sUveriodlde particles put
tnt~jhe cloud formed ice crystals at the time they
we-re.: introduced, they, too, should have preCipitated
ouh.t the endoften minutes. However, at theenrl of
almo_st an:hour , ice crystals are stlll.precipitatlng.
Thiscleads one to the conclusion-that all of the sU
ver:iodJ.de parUclesdo-notfornl'ice crystals imme
diate-Iy and that even at the end of hali an hour or
more, appreciable numbers : of~ sllver iodide parti
cle-shave notyetformed snow_cryStals and are still
present in the cloud.

D. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The-workthusfar is not o! suffi~i~n~ scope to glve
strafghtfC?rward answers to many_,questions which
arise- concerning tbe mechanism- of sUver iodide
nucle.at1Q.~. It is the purpose ~ft,il.~~ - ~scussion to
veniureosome possible explanations.for the experi
mental q~servations .

1. Formation of Ice Crystals
Figur~

tals

_4,-whlch shows the ntim.t>~r of snow crys
per minute aft~r - seeding, Ulus-

prec~p1tating

7

I

. There are various possible explanations for the
time required for silver iodide particlesto initiate
the formation of ice crystals in a supercooled cloud.
One possibility is thatin orderfor-an ice crystal to
form ona crystal of silver iodide, a certain critical
number of water molecules must by ~hance arrange
themselves on its surface in the structure of ice.
Accordingtothis explanation, a silver iodide parti
cle would not act as a nucleus until this event took
place. The presence of a silver iodide surface might
be regarded as merely greatly increasing the prob
ability of the formation of ice.

-3S.DOC. However, in the presence of a silver iodide
surface, it is possible, because of the close simi
larity between ice and silver iodide, that the prob
abillty ofthe chance formation of a nucleus is greatly
increased and is large even at temperatures ashigh
as -IOoe.
Another way of looking at the phenomenon is to
consider the growth of an ice crystal as the forma
aUon of a crystal of ice on ice. We know that this
takes place with the greatest ease. The formation
of ice on a large surface of ice requires the forma
tion of very little new ice surface and hence there
is little change in surface energy. For every new
ice surface formed, an almost equal ice surface Is
covered up. However, when a new ice surface is
formed in the absence of any other surface, large
amounts of surface energy are required reiative to
the free energy decrease in the formationofthe in
terior of the new phase . .Because of the close simi
larity-of ice and silver iodide, the formation of ice
on a silver iodide surface:probably involves only-a
small amount of surface energy, and therefore, the
the-chances of this taking ' p!~ce are good.

If we take a simplified view of the theory of nucle
ationas advanced by Glbbs, in supercooiedwater or
In a region supersaturated with respect to ice, the
water molecules by chance,from time to time, ar
range themselves in the lattice of crystalline ice.
If these minute aggregations are smaller than a cer
tain Size, their vapor pressure is greater than that
of the supersaturated region and they are unstable
and break up. If, on the other hand, they are larger
than a certain size, their vapor pressure is such that
they are-stable and continue to grqw. Thp.lower the
temperature, the smaller will be -the crItical size
necessary for stability. Schaefer (3) has found,
using clean air free of dust, thantie rate at which
nuclei occur is -very small at te~peratures above

The lower the temperature, the smaller will be
the:critical size of a stable nucleus. Because th~
cr!tical size is small at- low temperatures, the
chances of a nucleuS forming are, in genf;!ral, better .
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FIG. 6 ELECTRON MICROGRA.PH OF SMOKE PRODUCED AT 2.3 MG/SEC AGI CONSUMPTION
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Hence, the rate of-nucleus formation is generally
greater at low te~tlperatures.

probably not the most important rate-governing
factor.

Another possible explanation fo~ the time re
quired for silver iodide particles toform ice crys
tals can be based on the assumption tl13.t the silver
iodide particles produced by the generator are not
all in the hexagonal form which is similar to ice.
Possibly they might exist in a metastable condition
as a supercooled liquid or as some other modifi
cation. In this case, thp. rat~ at which they react
to form ice crystals ~Iould be determined by the
rate at which they transform into the stable h~xa
gonal form. However, it appears for several reasons
that this factor is probably not large in these ex
perim~nts. It has been found that the silver Iodide
smokes used in these tests will nucleate silver
iodide solutions supersaturated with -respectto t.hl!
hexagonal form and that the crystals which result
are of the hexagonal variety. 'fhe number of such
nuclei in a given volume of smoke is of the same
order of magnitude:asthe number oLparticles de
termined by the electron microscope. It, therefore,
seems probable .that at room temperature most of
the smoke particles are oUhe hexagonal structure.
In addition, one would expect, if the rate-dete rminlng
factor involved the transformation of the sUver
iodide particles Uiemselves, that smokes aged for
a-period of time at -low temperature would show a
different rate of falling off of ice crystalformaUon
·when they are puUn a supercooled cloud. Thisbas
n.ot-been observed:

The interpretation of results is further compli
cated by the possibility that the small particles of
silver iodide smoke may dissolve in water drops
before they have a chance to start the formation of
an ice crystal. At 25 0 C the solubility of silver
iodide In water is about IbylO-8 mols/uter'(4) A
water drop 10 microns in diameter on this basis
should be capable of dh,solving a silver iodide par
ticle about 100 .R in l~lameter. The solubility should
be somewhat greater for particles of this small size.
However, the effect of particle size should be
counteracted to some extent by a decreased solu
bility at the lower temperatures. If these factors
are of Importance, the kinetics of the nucleation
may be dependent to a large extent on the rate of
solution of the silver iodide particles in the water
drops.
The author is inclined to favor the explanation
that the rate of ice crystal formation is governed
primarily by the rate of spontaneous ice nucleus
formation on the;silver iodide particles. In some
as yet unreporte~ eX!;leriments on_the nw::leation of
supercooled water and supercooled .tin, the author
measured at con.stant temperatur~ the rate of so
lidification of systems compo~d of a number of
independent sup~rcooled drops. It was observed
that the drops did not all freeze a~ once, but froze
at a rate which ~eadily decreased-with time. This
rate of freezing-greatly increased as the tempera
ture was lower_ed. In these experiments, foreign
particles and surfaces were pres_ent which undoubt
edly served as foreign nuclei. The time required
for these drops' to freeze could be best explained:
on the basis of the chance formation of stable nuclei.
on the foreigl .urfaces. It seems reasonable to
believe that in the case of nucleation by silver iodide
that similar phenomena playa dominant role.

Another possibility is that the formation of an
ice .c rystal under the influence of !l silver iodide
particle can take place only in the liquid phase. In
Hiis-case, the rate of ice r:rystal formation might
be limited by the rate at which silver iodide par
ticles entered into supercooled water drops. This
could occur either by diffusion cifthe:particle to the
drop or by condensation of a drop on 'a particle. It
has been found that when a suspension of silver
iodide particles In water is sprayed: into a super
cooled cloud, ice crystals are formed. It is, there
fore, probably that -silver iodide particles can act
as nucleating agents in a liquid water d.rop. However,
it _has not been definitely established-that this is a
necessary condition for silver iodide·to act. If we
assume this to be the rate governing factor in these
e_xperl.r.lents, we are faced with the :problem of ex
plaining the large:effect of temperature -on the total
.l)umber of ice crystals produced. As will be dis
cussed later, the -var~ation of the number of ice
crystals produced with temperature can be explained
on the basis that the ra~.e of nucleation increases
greatly with decreaSing temperatures. Th(re is no
reason to expect that th~ rate at which particles
enter water drops is particularly' temperature
sensitive. It is quite possible that the time required
for a particle to enter a water drop is of consider
able importance in these experiments but it is

If we proceed'on the assumpUonthat silver iodide
merely increases the rate of the chance formation
of spontaneous-ice crystals, it is,possible to come
to some conclusions as to the magnitude of the rate'
and its dependence on temperature. The particles
of silver iodide' introduced into the cold chamber
undoubtedly become lost as potential nuclei by pre
cipitation on the walls of the chamber. The rateof
precipitation on the walls is probably large because
of thermal diffusion resulting from the 15-wat~ heater
in the vaporizer. One would expectthe rate at which
particles disappear by precipitation onthe walls to
be proportional tothe concentration of the particles.
On the basis of this assumption, the concentration
of particles would decrease exponentially with time.
If the rate of sno.w formation is proportional to the
concentration, this, too, should ·decrease expo..,
nentially with time. This is experimentally observed
to be the case.
9

On the basis of the foregoing assumptions, one
can analyze the situation mathematically.

determined solely by K2' then K2 computed from
-the curve in Fig. 4 Is approximately 6bylO-3 per
sec. From the data in Fig. 5, N1 and Co can be
e~imated and from them and the above value for
~2' values for K1 for dUferent smokes atdUferent
-temperatures can be computed.

I£ c is the number of silver iodide particles per
-unit volume at a time t then:
(1)

These values _expressed ashaU life in hours are
as follows:
Half Life
Range of
in Hours
Mg Agi/Sec
Particle Diameter
0

where K1 is the rate at which the silver iodide par
ticles form ice crystals and K2 isthe -rate at which
-they are being removed from the cloud by precipi
tation or other causes. By- integrating Eq. 1, we
obtain an expression for the concentration c at any
time:

1.5
7.5
37.5

(2)

(4)

Co

••.'

75

67

The curves in Fig. 5 show a maximum for the
number of nuclei produced per_gram of silver iodide
aJ a certain rate -of silver iodide consumption. This
!,s probably because at a low rate of cons!JDlption,
the particles produced are so ~small that their re
a,ction rate is small and many 'of them precipitate
out before they--have a chaJice --to serve as nuclei.
-At high rates of-consumption,;the particles formed
are larger' and react more rapidly, but becau~ they
are larger, fewer are formed per gram of -silver

-Or when precipitation is complete
K1
N = Kl + ~ •

1.9

1.4

This large effect oftemperature on the nucleation
rate is of the same order of magnitude as that ob
~rved in the _measurements on -supercooled water
drops and on superc(:olecl tin drops.

(3)

:which when integrated gives for the number of
'crystals fornied at time t:
N ~ K 1c6 1 - e-(K 1 + K 2)t

Ki_+ K2

.13 C ,.IOce
5.5
17S

If this data is extrapolated on the assumption
that the log of the nucleation changes linearly with
the reciprocal of the absolute temperature, we find
that at ·5 0 C the haU life is several years while at
~200C it is a few seconds and at ·2SOC a few milli
second:;.
'

where Co Is the concentratirii at time t =0. I£ N is
the number oLice crystal:, formed per unit volume
then,
dN _ 'K
- K :e·(K 1 + K2)t
dt - - 1 • c - l~O

30 - 700R
50 - 1070K
130· 1400K

(5)

~qdide.

or
(6)

2. Diffusion C<:>efficient of Smoke
An average-' diffusion coefficient for the silver
iodide smoke can-be calcuIated~rom measurements
-made on the rate at which the smoke prec~pitates'
on the walls of a container. In the experiments which
'l!ere made to find the rate at which file numberof
nuclei falls off:as a fWlction of-the tiOie the -smoke
is held in the sampling syrirlge, it was fOWlt:l that
the hail life ofUle smoke was- ~out twenty minutes.
This was for a 'smoke produced:when the ge~~rator
was consuming' 20 mg/sec of1.gI.

The fact that the rate at 7o1hich the rate ot~snowfall
-decreases with time is not -greatly Influenced by
temperature, -while the total' number of- crystals
_produced increases by a large factor with a small
:temperature ~ecrease, indic:ites that at h1gh~r tem·
peratures K2 is far greater than K1. This!s another
way of saying tha~ at higher temperatures-the rate
at whichthe silver iodide particles form snowflakes
.is so small that a large majority of them precipitate
on the container walls before they have a ~hance to
form snow crystals. At -200C the number-of snow
-crystals obta~ed is about Uie-same as thenumber
of particles -determined fro~ the clcctron' micro~
scope so that:it is reasonable to assume that atthis
-temperature_practically all oUhe smoke particles
form snowfl~es.

Langmuir bas derivE.ll the :following e~:pression
!cwthe rate of:precipttatlon-Qf a smoke of particle
diameter A on -tIle walls of a- container having a
volume V :tnd!!n intern2! 2rea A with Blight-con
vection caused by a siightly h!gher temperature at
-~he bottom than -the top.
0.64 A D2/ 3
(it =
V
d 1n c

If we assume that the rat_e at which precipitation
decreases wit!l time at the 'higher temperature is
10

(7)

r
I

where· c is the concentration of the smoke at any
time t.

d 1n c

"""""iif"""" = - 4fT D fO

Using this equation the diffusion coefficient is
calculated to be approximately 6bylO-5.

-16

+

1.18 x 10- 11
a

(9)

where rO is the .radius of the water drops and Q is
the number of them per cubic centimeter.

Langmuir has also given the following expression
fortl:!edUfuBion coefficient as afunction of particle
radius:
D = 2.04X 10
2

Q

If we assume the liquid water ·content to be 1 gm
percubic me.ter and the drot> radius tobe 5m1crons,
the rate of change of ~oncentration from this cause
is 3.6byl0- 4•
.

(8)

a

E. SUMMARY

where a is the particle radius.

Measurements have been carried out on the nu
cleation of supercooled water clouds by silver iodide
smokes. The· smokes were produced by spraying a
solution of silver iodide into ahydrogenflame. The
particles of the smokes were found by electron
microscope examination to range 'in diameter from
The number of ice crystals pro
30 to 1400
duced per gram of silver iodide -was determined as
a function of the temperab:re of the supercooled
cloud and the· rate of Introduction of silver iodide
into the flame. Yields of ice nuclei of as high as
10 16 per_gram of silver iodide were obtained when
the superco~led cloud was at -20~C. At -10oe, the
same smoke produced only 10 12: 7 ice crystals per
gram.

According to this expression, the diffuslon·co
efficient 6by10- 5 corresponds to a particle diameter
of 400R. This is a reasonable agreement with the
measurements from the electron microscope which
show this smoke to have ·a particle diameter ranging
from 100 ~ to 1400 ~ with a median diameter of
about 300 ~.

R

As·has been shown K2' _or the rate of disappear
ance in the cold chamber-of Silver iodide particles
from :causes other thal! nucl~ation, is about 5;7by
10-3:Perosecond.
Using the diffusion c~!ficient .of 6by10- 5 -and
Eq. (7), -it can be calculated that · the smoke con
centratio-n should fall at a rate of 1.3by10- 4-,per
second. This is far less-·Ulan the obserVed rateo!
decre~se, K2, which via_s .-found to be 5.7bylO'::3.
Thls'calculation, of course, does not take-into,ac
count~the thermal d1fiusion:caused by the vaporiZer
heater In the coldchamber'whlchwould be expe~~ed
to greatly increase the r~te of precipitation' on the
walls.

R.

It has been found that silver.- iodide particles do
not react ~mediately to form ~ce crystals "Nhen
they arepu_tinto a supercooled cloud. Ice crystals
were found i st1ll tobe forming at;i1;measurable rate
fifty minutes after a silver iodide smoke was in
troduced-into a supercooled cloua. It is believed
thatfewerice-crystals are produced at highertem
peratures than .at lower temperatures because the
silver iodide _particles react more slowly to form
ice crystals-and most of them· precipitate on the
walls of the.c9ld chlUIlber before:they have time to
react.

Using .the ciUfusion coe~£icient it is poSSible -to
estimate the rate at whic·h-the concentration of,the
smoke ·decreases because -of precipitation ol!, the
water -drops of tr.~ :.apercooled cloud. The rat.e.of
chang~ of concr:ntration ·d!1e to this cause is given
by the:relation

According' to this interpretati0ll of the results,
the rate ofre.action at-13 0 C istli(rty. or forty times
that at -10°C.
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INFLUENCE OF BUTYL ALCOHOL ON SHAPE OF
SNOW CRYSTALS FORMED IN THE LABORATORY

In the course of laboratory measurements on the
number of ice-forming nuclei containert in various
smokes, a microscope was set up In a refrigeratad
box for the purpose of counting snowflakes. A super
cooled cloud was formed in the refrigerated box
at -20OC by the Schaefer technique (1). Smoke con
taining silver iodide nuclei was introduced into the
cloud and the resulting snow crystals which formed
were allowed to fall on a slide where they were
examined under a microscope. The crystals thus
produced were predominantly in the fOl'm of flat
hexagonal plates.

have been r~ported in the habit of crystals grown
from :· ·~lutions to which various substances have
been aClded, For example, scdium chloride, which
usually crystallizes as cubes from aqueous solution,
forms octahedra if urea is added to the solution.
The suggested explanation for this change of cryst~l
habit is thatabsorption on the crystaUaces changes
their relative rates of growth thus modifying their
shape.
It seems probable that butyl alcohol alters the
shane of the snow crystals in a similar manner.
Apparently atvery low concentrations olthe vapor,
the effect on the rate of growth is small on all faces.
However, as the vapor concentration is increased,
a pointis reached at which the rate of growth of the
sides of the prisms Is greatly reduced relative to
the rate of growth orthe prisms' ends. At higher
vapor concentrations, apparently the absorption on
the variou~ faces becomes more equal- so ··that"the
effect on the rate of growth of the faces --becomes
more nearly equal, and the effect on the shape of
the crystal is not very large.

Without any intentional change in the experi
mental set up, it was noticed that the type of snow
flakes produced had changed from the hexagonal
plates to hexagonal prisn1s having a length of the
order of five times their diameter. It was found
that hexagonal prisms were produced until the air
in the box had been cleaned out by displacing it with
air from the compressed air line. When this was
done, the flakes formed were once more hexagonal
plates. The cause for this change in the shape of
the crystals was finally traced to the presence of a
small amount of normal butyl alcohol vapor in the
laboratory atmosphere which had resulted from ac
Cidentally spilling some Qf this liquid.

Isobutyl alcohol and allyl alcohol have beenfourid
to have an effect similar to butyJ alcohol, and JUs
presumed other higher alcohols would-behave-ina
similar fashion. Ethyl alcohol did not show-the ef
fect and, if anything, seemed to favor formatIon of
hexagonal plates,

The modification of crystal shape caused by
traces of butyl alcohol vapor was found to vary
considerably with its concentration in the air in the
cold-chamber. When the partial pressure of the
-butyl alcohol was of the order of 10- 6 atmosphere
or less, no effect was noticeable. At a partial. pres
sure of the order of 10- 5 atmosphere, the long
prisms were formed. At still higher partial pres
-sures, the effect diminished and hexagonal plates
formed once more. The effect cf the butyl alcohol
vapor on the crystals was found to be similar
whether the cloud was seeded by silver iodide smoke
orby'passing apiece of solid carbon dioxide through

V. 1. Schaefer of this laboratory has -extended
the scope of these experiments and this work:wtll
soon appear in publication.
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